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2005: New pressure 
on EU (Gambling Acquis)
• Services Directive 
• First Report on the Application of the E-Commerce 

Directive
• Study on gambling services in the Internal Market
• Narrow interpretation of latest ECJ jurisprudence 

(Gambelli, Lindman) by some national courts & EU 
Commission

• Infringement cases (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, other 
cases in the pipeline

• Gambling Act brings deregulation in UK 
• European social model is undermined
• Citizens reject the overall & excessive Brussels 

involvement (French & Dutch NO) 



We care society versus 
we don’t care society

“we care society”

• We care about public 
order

• We care about the 
consumer

• We care about our 
employees

• We care about study & 
prevention of addiction 

• We care about 
Government

• We care about good 
causes

“ We don’t care society”

• Infringement of data 
protection rules

• Inadequate consumer 
protection

• No respect of 
territoriality and national 
rules

• Profit stays in the 
pocket of the private 
industry

• Complaisance licenses 
& tax evasion



Some views of certain 
remote gambling operators…

– 4.3. (…) The government’s hopes of Britain being the centre for this industry will not be realised. 
Moreover, it will potentially even fail to achieve the goal of protecting British consumers. Remote-
gambling operators located elsewhere will not be subject to the regulations that the British 
authorities deem appropriate as consumer protection measures;(…) 

– 4.4 The Bill may be worse than ineffective in realising regulatory goals for remote gambling. If it leads to 
operators relocating their remote-betting operations outside Britain, the government will have less regulatory 
oversight than before and Britain’s position in the global betting market will have worsened.

– 4.6 (…)The rules governing VAT means that UK-based operators will already face the equivalent of a 3 per 
cent tax on gross win before any specific gambling duty is charged; this 3 per cent already exceeds the 
tax liability on gross win operators would face in many other jurisdictions targeting remote 
gambling operators.

(Europe Economics Report for ARGO on the Gambling Bill – 17 March 2005)

– Betfair, the leading internet betting exchange, has received a licence to operate in Malta that could 
eventually lead to the company moving its hugely successful business offshore. The firm's move is sure to 
be seen as a warning to the Treasury that it will not tolerate any attempt to introduce punitive new 
taxes on its revenue.

(Tuesday, May 10, 2005 the Guardian)

„...We don´t place limits and we have never closed a customer account. We 
think it is great if other companies are putting limits and closing 
accounts because then that customer will come to us.... (CEO Unibet in 
eGaming Review, issue 12 Dec/Jan 2005, p.33) 



The call for 
harmonisation ?
Commission

Draft Services
Directive

“One year after the adoption of the Directive, the 
Commission will assess the possibility of presenting 
proposals for harmonisation of gambling services. 
These harmonisation proposals will be based on a 
Report and after wide consultation with interested 
parties”

Study on 
Gambling

Services in 
the internal

market

“On the basis of the study, the Commission will assess 
whether it should present a proposal for harmonised 
EU-wide rules on gambling services”



… But don’t forget subsidiarity is a 
Treaty Principle

Edinburgh
EU Council

In 1992, under the UK Presidency,  the European Council of Heads of 
States & Prime Ministers decided that in the light of the subsidiarity 
principle gambling was not suitable for harmonisation

Amsterdam 
Protocol 

on Subsidiarity

For Community action to be justified, both aspects of the
subsidiarity principle shall be met: the objectives of the proposed
action cannot be sufficiently achieved by Member States' action in
the framework of their national constitutional system and can
therefore be better achieved by action on the part of the
Community. The following guidelines apply:
— there must be a transnational aspects which cannot be satisfactorily 

regulated by action by Member States;
— actions by Member States alone or lack of Community action would

conflict with the requirements of the Treaty or would otherwise 
significantly damage Member States' interests

— action at Community level would produce clear benefits by reason of 
its scale or effects compared with action at the level of the Member 
States.



Harmonisation for goods or 
establishment?

Goods

Notification procedure requires MS to imposes an 
obligation to notify all the draft technical regulations 
concerning products 

Establishment

Rules on establishment are already substantially 
covered by:

Interpretative communication on concessions
Council Directive 92/50/EEC on the coordination of 

procedures for the award of public service contracts
See: case C-260/04 (European Commission vs Italy)
BUT: proposed Services Directive gives carte 

blanche to European Commission through mutual 
evaluation procedure (comitology)



Harmonisation for services?

Services

According to ECJ case law, national gambling restrictions remain in 
principle compatible with EC Treaty 
National courts are in the best position to interpret the ECJ case law, 
taking into account the socio-cultural differences 

Remote gambling:
98/34 Procedure (soon for all services)

Consumer has freedom to receive services abroad (ECJ)

Active versus passive sales (Commission)

− Active sales: actively approaching individual customers inside another jurisdiction, 
for instance by using banners

− Passive sales: responding to unsolicited requests from customers

− Internet sales are in principle not regarded as a form of active sales

VAT rate based on the consumer’s location:

− Non-EU services: Directive 2002/38/EC on VAT regime for electronic products, 
incl. games of chance

− EU services: consultation paper European Commission (begin 2005): services 
which can be supplied at a distance



Harmonisation of Public 
order?
• Public order concept is different in all MS
• The UK Gambling Act is only possible in the absence of 

harmonisation
• All MS have adopted limitations to the supply of gambling, but these 

limitations are not identical (due to the socio-cultural differences)
• Harmonisation of public order? 

Requires not minimum, but full harmonisation 
– taxation, 
– type and volume of games, 
– licensing
– pay-out ratio, 
– public health



Harmonisation to tackle 
non-EU gambling operators?
• Commissioner McCreevy: “It might be preferable to encourage those many 

European citizens who already gamble to do so on European regulated 
services rather than resort to spending their money on illegal gambling 
services or on those offered from off-shore jurisdictions”

• No need for internal market to keep out non-EU gambling operators
• Use trade policy instruments to stop illegal cross border gambling offer 
• Remote gambling is “cross border supply” and NOT consumption abroad.
• EU has no WTO GATS commitment for gambling services:

– Trade policy instruments to combat illegal activities affecting the EU ( Partnership 
Agreements, FTA, GSP, etc…)

– Second & Third pillar cooperation
• AB has clarified public order concept in relation to the distinctive 

characteristics of remote gambling (independently from supplying country)
• Internet is not a lawless world without national borders:

– Liability of internet service providers and financial intermediaries for non bona 
fide operators

– Request bona fide operators to use geolocation software



Creating legal uncertainty 
as an excuse for harmonisation
• Narrow interpretation by certain Commission services of the ECJ 

jurisprudence has created legal uncertainty

• And means that modern & attractive games adapted to the needs of
the today’s society offered in a channelled and properly marketed 
way with all care to avoid addiction and social disorder  producing 
benefit to society and good causes must be stopped

• While the remote gambling industry abuses the ECJ narrow 
interpretation to grow and target well regulated markets and properly 
licensed operators in those markets



…legal certainty does 
not require harmonisation

• European Council should re-iterate the need within the context of subsidiarity to maintain 
national restrictive/licensing systems because of the important socio-cultural & political 
differences in the EU Member States

• Abuse of EU law by remote gambling operators relocating their “business” to escape 
from serious regulation/taxation and circumvention should be severely prosecuted

• A interpretative EU communication clarifying the scope of the ECJ jurisprudence to 
secure the 25 different MS policies on gambling is a better and more citizens friendly 
approach then the aggressive, almost “blackmailing” infringement style to destroy 
national regulatory and socially acceptable models:

– Prevention of crime and fraud:
– Consumer protection:

• Measures to avoid minors to play
• Measures to avoid pathological and social problems and excessive gambling (preliminary 

impact assessment reports, responsible gambling plans, etc….)
• Blacklist of practices such as aggressive advertising and/or the establishment of advertising 

standards
– Possibility to develop modern & attractive games following a gaming impact assessment
– Securising good causes



Conclusion

• No harmonisation of national gambling rules is 
necessary or adequate 

• What is necessary?
– Carve-out for gambling services from secondary 

internal market rules (Services Directive, E-
Commerce, etc)

– increase legal certainty
– Second/Third Pillar actions
– Liability of intermediaries
– Clearer trade policy vis-à-vis third countries



Thank you for your attention!
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